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pre-shared-key remote ccier10

!

crypto ikev2 profile ccier10

match identity remote address 20.1.4.10 255.255.255.255 authentication local pre-share authentication
remote pre-share

keyring local ccier10

!

crypto ipsec profile ccier10

set ikev2-profile ccier10

!

interface Loopback1

ip address 192.168.9.9 255.255.255.0

!

interface Tunnel34

ip address 172.16.2.9 255.255.255.0

tunnel source GigabitEthernet1

tunnel destination 20.1.4.10

tunnel protection ipsec profile ccier10

!

interface GigabitEthernet1

ip address 20.1.3.9 255.255.255.0

negotiation auto

!

router eigrp 34

network 172.16.2.0 0.0.0.255

network 192.168.9.0

!

router bgp 3

bgp log-neighbor-changes

network 20.1.3.0 mask 255.255.255.0
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neighbour 20.1.3.12 remote-as 345

netighbor 20.1.3.12 password cisco

A. Incorrect IPSec profile configuration
B. Incorrect tunnel network address in EIGRP routing process
C. Incorrect tunnel source for the tunnel interface
D. Incorrect keyring configuration
E. Incorrect IKEv2 profile configuration
F. Incorrect local network address in BGP routing process

Correct Answer: D
Section: (none)

QUESTION 15
In a Cisco ASA multiple-context mode of operation configuration, which three session types are resource
limited by default when their context is a member of the default class? (Choose three.)

A. RADIUS sessions
B. TCP sessions
C. SSL VPN sessions
D. CTS sessions
E. SSH sessions
F. TELNET sessions
G. ASDM sessions
H. IPSec sessions

Correct Answer: EFH
Section: (none)

QUESTION 16
Which function of MSE in the WIPS architecture is true?

A. detects over-the-air traffic network anomalies and attacks
B. scans channels without impacting data-serving radios
C. provides view of security threats
D. performs the correlation of security events
E. channel to connect with ISE to implement CoA
F. applies rogue policy to mitigate rogue threats
G. detects rogue Aps 

Correct Answer: D
Section: (none)

QUESTION 17
Which statement about SenderBase reputation scoring on an ESA device is true?

A. A high score indicates that a message is very likely to be spam
B. You can configure a custom score threshold for whitelisting messages
C. Mail with scores in the medium range can be automatically routed for antimalware scanning
D. Sender reputation scores can be assigned to domains, IP addresses, and MAC addresses
E. By default, all messages with a score below zero are dropped or throttled
F. Application traffic from known bad sites can be throttled or blocked

Correct Answer: B
Section: (none)
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QUESTION 18
Which statement is correct regarding password encryption and integrity on a Cisco IOS device?

A. With “enable secret” missing in the configuration the console session cannot get privilege access using
console password due to missing encryption

B. The “enable password” is preferred over “enable secret” as it uses a stronger encryption algorithm
C. The “service password-encryption” global command encrypts all the passwords except the CHAP

secret
D. The “username <name> secret <password>” command encrypts the password with SHA-256 hashing
E. The “enable secret” uses MD5 for the password hashing
F. The “service password-encryption” global command performs both encryption and hashing of all the

passwords

Correct Answer: E
Section: (none)

QUESTION 19
for which four portals is the SAML Single Sign-On on ISE is supported  ? (Choose four)

A. Sponsor Portal
B.  BYOD Portal
C. Employee Portal
D. Contractor Portal
E. Guest Portal (sponsored and self-registered)
F.  My devices Portal
G. Wireless Client Portal
H. Certificate Provisioning Portal

Correct Answer: AEFH
Section: (none)

QUESTION 20
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E.

F.

G.

Correct Answer: G
Section: (none)

QUESTION 21
What are the advantages of using LDAP over AD?

A.  LDAP allows for granular policy control, whereas AD does not.
B. LDAP provides for faster authentication
C.  LDAP can be configured to use primary and secondary server, whereas AD cannot.
D.  LDAP does not require ISE to join the AD domain
E. The closest LDAP servers are used for Authentication.

Correct Answer: C
Section: (none)

QUESTION 22
Which describes of a Botnet attack is true ?

A. It is launched by a single machine controlled by command and control system
B. It is a form of a fragmentation attack to evade an intrusion prevention security device 
C. It is launched by a collection of machines controlled by command and control system
D. It is a form of a wireless attack where attacker installs an access point to create backdoor to a network
E. It can by used to participate in DDoS .
F. It is a form of a man-in-the-middle attack where the compromised machine is controlled remotely

Correct Answer: E
Section: (none)

QUESTION 23
Which of the following is true regarding ASA clustering requirements?

A. Only routed mode is allowed in the single context mode
B. Units in the cluster can be running different software version as long as they have identical hardware

configuration
C. Units in the cluster can have different hardware configuration as long as they are running same

software version
D. Units in the cluster can be in different geographical locations
E. Units in the cluster can be in different security context modes
F. Units in the cluster can have different amount of flash memory 

Correct Answer: F
Section: (none)

QUESTION 24
In FMC, which two elements can the correlation rule be based on? (Choose two)

A. authorization rule
B. Security Group Tag mapping
C. discovery event
D. user activity
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E. database type
F. authentication condition
G. Change of Authorization
H. Network Device Admission Control 

Correct Answer: CD
Section: (none)

QUESTION 25
Which statement correctly describes TAP mode deployment in IPS?

A. Access rules configured in TAP mode generates events when triggered as well as perform defined
action on the traffic stream

B. TAP mode is available when ports are configured as passive interfaces 
C. TAP mode implementation requires SPAN configuration on a switch
D. TAP mode is available when IPS is deployed inline.
E. In TAP mode traffic flow gets disturbed for analysis
F. Access rules configured in TAP mode do not generate events

Correct Answer: D
Section: (none)

QUESTION 26
Which statement about NVGRE functionality is true?

A. In NVGRE network the endpoints are not responsible for the NVGRE encapsulation removal 
B. It tunnels PPP frames inside an IP packet over a physical network 
C. It tunnels Ethernet frames inside an IP packet over a virtual network
D. It allows physical layer-2 topologies to be create on virtual layer-3 network 
E. t allows to create physical layer-2 topologies on physical layer-3 network
F. the In an NVGRE network, VSID must be unique
G. In an NVGRE network, VSID s is used to identify Layer 3 network address space

Correct Answer: D
Section: (none)

QUESTION 27
Which statement is true regarding Private VLAN?

A. A private VLAN domain can have multiple primary VLANs
B. Each secondary VLAN in a private VLAN domain needs to have a separate associated primary VLAN
C. Each port in a private VLAN domain is a member of all the secondary VLANs in the domain 
D. In a private VLAN domain a secondary VLAN can have only one promiscuous port
E. In a private VLAN domain a secondary VLAN port needs to be an isolated port for it to be able to

communicate with a layer-3 device
F. A subdomain in a primary VLAN domain consists of a primary and secondary VLAN pair 

Correct Answer: D
Section: (none)

QUESTION 28
Which statement about Nmap scanning on the Cisco Firepower System is true?

A. It can leverage multiple proxy devices to increase scan speed
B. It can scan TCP and UDP ports, but TCP ports require significantly more resources 
C. It can scan IP addresses, address blocks, and address ranges on IPv4 and IPv6 networks 
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